EVO Information and features
The EVO PTV (personal Transport Vehicle)
EVO product is the result of years of testing and design. This little machine is packed with features and innovations to
allow out perform all other folding scooters in safety and style. PTV’s have not become part of main stream transport but
this category will defiantly fill the short distance transport needs your life style and in many other environments around the
world.
NOTE These vehicle fall into the off road category of products. They are NOT federally approved and do not have
licences. This means they are NOT approved for use on Federal streets and technically fall into a recreational use
product category. If you are under age it is highly recommended you use this product under parental guidance..
________________________________________________________________

Key features of the L2x
Look close at the Innovation and features packed into an EVO and find the reason for the success of the product. The
Unit is easy to handle, utilising only hand levers and can be used by a beginner, easier than any motorcycle as the centre
of gravity is significantly lower. The EVO’s simply weigh 1/5 the weight of average motorcycles.

•

st

The worlds 1 2 Speed Micro Belt drive ever seen on a scooter (Patented).

This 2-speed drive has been specially developed for the use in this application, This drive
system the operator can easily shift gear at any time to allow maximum performance. The drive system has been
ingeniously designed to make shifting smooth without the use of a clutch to make operation easy.

•

Cam link front suspension to improve handling and ride (Patented).

This is also an innovation that has made the handling of the EVO’s very safe; this system
also makes the ride very smooth and over rough terrain. The link system used performs exceptionally with the un-sprung
weight in the frame and wheels. Note the EVO’s now comes with BIGGER wheel options to make an even better ride.

•

Quick release seat, with Positive cam lock for guaranteed secure location to the bike (Patented).

This innovative removable seat has been developed to allow folding of the product for
transporting or stowing. The seat uses a patented locking system that allows very safe and secure fitment every time..

•

Frame folding with Snap Lock system for guaranteed folding safety (Patented).

The folding system used on the EVO’s is very well tested over many years in the market
place. To ensure safety and reliability the EVO system has been made with reinforced plate and the system folds into the
down and Ride positions every time automatically and securely, it is not possible to ride the Vehicle if the folding system is
not located and locked.

•

One touch drive belt tensioning for perfect and quick alignment of belts (Patented).

EVO’s have a very easy One touch innovative system keeping the belts or chains and
drive gear 100% aligned to ensure hundreds of reliable hours of service.

•

Disk brakes Front and rear wheels with magnetic brake pads for maximum safety.

EVO are all fitted with FRONT and REAR disc brakes to ensure MAX stopping power.

•

Over 70 % of the EVO Product is Billet aircraft aluminium for strength and weight saving.

•

EVO’s are made to ISO 2000 Factory assembly and manufacture standards for motorcycles

•

EVO’s are designed in South Africa since 1998by PUZEY Design. +27117954122
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